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Abstract 
In this paper, we define two differentials D(f) and A(.f) for a boolean polynomial f, with 
n variables. D(f), for instance, is chosen in such a way that its roots are exactly those of 
f (x)  = re(f), where m(f )  is the minimum of fon  B n. Then D( f )  <~ f. We first state different 
properties for the differentiation, which is shown to be a boolean algebraic operator, then solve 
three boolean differential equations, among which are: D( f )  = Of(O ~ B), and the quadrature 
equation, D( f )  = g. 
O. Preliminaries 
The boolean differential of a polynomial defined below is a new one: in fact, its 
definition is closely connected to the question of the minimum of the function. Yet, 
D(f) satisfies ome of the properties we are usually expecting by a differential, for 
instance the fact that 'D( f )  = 0' is equivalent to ' f  is a constant'. Moreover, just like f, 
D(f) is a polynomial with n variables, allowing us then in this paper to study and 
resolve some differential equations. We will however notice that other kinds of 
boolean differential operators have been developed in the past, essentially by Reed, 
Huffmann and principally Akers Jr, who defined boolean partial derivatives, mainly 
for automata theory purposes. A review of these theories as well as an extensive 
bibliography can be found in Rudeanu et al. [2], and also in Discrete and Switching 
Functions, by Davio, et al. 1 
1 S. Rudeanu also pointed out to us the existence of a an Eastern Germany School in Boolean Differential 
Calculus: D. Bochmann, Zu den Aufgaben und dem gegenw~rtigen Stand des Booleschen Differentialskalkfds, 
Wiss. Zeitschrift Techn. Hochschule KarI-Marx-Stadt (Halle), 19 (1967), No. 2, 103-200; Chr. Posthoff, Die 
Lbsung und Aufl~sung bin~rer Gleichungen rait Hilfe des Booleschen Differentialskalk~ls, Elektron. lnforma- 
tionverarbeitung u. Kybernetik (ELK) 14 (1978), No. 1/2, 53-80; D. Bochmann, Ch. Posthoff, Die Behan- 
dlung Boolescher Gleichunoen mit Hilfe des Booleschen DifferentialskalkVds, Sitzungsberichte d r ADW der 
DDR, 12N/1979, 5-25. 
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Let (B, v , . , -  ,0, 1) be an arbitrary boolean algebra. We shall denote by 
<2> = {0,1} the minimal subalgebra, and use the exponential notation: for 
x = (x, .... ,x.) e B" and ~ = (~1 ..... ~.) e <2>", let us define x" = x~'.x~22... ~" x, , where, 
for y ~ B, yt = y and yO = .9. 
Finally, let f~,(B) be the set of boolean polynomials over B, with n variables. We will 
use the following results [1-3]: 
(1) (Vx ~ B") 
f (x) = V x" . f (°~) (normal disjunctive form). 
~e<2>- 
(2) Let us define 
f~ =f(~) (~ e <2>"). 
The equation f (x)  = 0 is consistent iff 
I-I f ,=o.  
a~<2>" 
(3) The general algebraic equation in one unknown in B: ax v b£ = 0 is consistent 
iffa.b = O. In this case, the general solution is x = @ v b/L where p is some parameter 
in B. 
(4) To solve the general algebraic equation with n unknowns, we shall use the 
method of successive liminations. 2 
(5) Let f¢  ~2,(B). The range of fconsists of all the elements between the smallest 
and the greatest element, namely. 3 
m(f )= I-] L and M(f )= V f~. 
• ¢<2>" ae<2>" 
1. Differential of a boolean polynomial 
Let us denote by + the ring sum on the algebra B. Then, we have the following 
definition 
Definition 1. The differential of the polynomial f~  r2,(B) is the polynomial D( f )  
defined by 
D(f) (x)  =f(x)  + re(f) .  (1.1) 
In other words, the roots of D( f )  are exactly the values of x which ensure that f i s  
minimum. There are such values, according to results of the preliminaries. Then, since 
2 See [2, pp. 69-84], which contains a large bibliography, especially about the origins of the method. See 
also [3, pp. 88-95]. 
3 This theorem is due to Schr6der: Vorlesunffen fiber die Algebra der Loffik, Vol. 1., Section 19. Leipzig 1890. 
A modern presentation is in [2, pp. 66-67, Theorem 2.4]. 
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D( f )  = 0 is consistant, D( f )  is completely defined by its roots, 4 and the latter 
condition defines exactly one polynomial D(f). 
By (1.1), we get 
D( f )(x) = f (x) . rh( f ) . (1.2) 
One can then deduce the disjunctive components of D(f):  
[D( f ) ] ,  =f , .  V J~. 
Then D(f)~<f, which emphasizes the interest on the differential boolean equation 
D( f )  = 0f(Theorem 3). 
Definition 2. Let us define A( f )  in the same way: A(f ) (x)  =f(x)  + M(f ) .  
Then 
Af(x) =f(x)  +/~( f )  =f(x)  + re(f)  
and 
A( f )  = o( f ) .  (1.3) 
Hence, having chosen re(f) in the definition of differential, preferably to M(f) ,  is not 
significant. We will now state a few simple consequences from the definitions. 
Property 1. Equation f= 0 is consistent iff D( f )=f .  
Property 2. D is idempotent. 
Proof. According to the very definition of the differential, D( f )  = 0 is consistent. 
Then D2(f) = D( f )  (Property 1). [] 
Property 3. 
DoA = a. (1.4) 
Proof. ~: denoting complementation in B, we have A = Doy, according to (1.3). Then 
DoA=D~=Doy=A.  [] 
Property 4. D( f )  = 0 iff f is constant. 
f i s  constant ifff(x) = m(f )  (Vx ~ B"). Hence D(f)(x)  = 0 (Vx s B"). 
4A L6wenheim's theorem. See for instance [2 p. 100, Theorem 2.14, corollary]. 
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Property 5. A necessary and sufficient condition for the equations f=  0 and f= 1 to be 
both consistent is
A(f)  = D(f) (1.5) 
Proof. If both equations are consistent, then D( f )=f  and D(f)=J~ which 
proves (1.5). 
Conversely, if A(f) = D(f), then f~> D(f) = A(f )= D(f) >~.f 
Hence, D( f )=f  and A( f )=f i  [] 
Theorem I. 
O(f. gXx) =f. O(g) v g. Ü(f), (1.6) 
A( f  v g)=f.A(g) v ~.A(f) .  
Proof. We have 
D(f. g)x = If(x). g(x)], m(f. g), 
m(f.g) = l l  f~'g=  m(f).m(g). 
~<2>" 
Then 
D(f. g)= [f(x)g(x)] I-m(f) v m(g)] =f(x)O(g) v g(x)O(f). 
Then, from (1.6), 
A( f  v g)=fD(~)=fD(~) v ~D(f) 
and 
A(f  v g)=f.A(g) v ~.A(f) .  [] (1.7) 
With the following theorem, we shall prove the 'transparency' of normal disjunctive 
forms, relative to differentiation, thus showing the boolean algebraic haracter of 
differentiation. 
Theorem 2. Let g~(~e<2>") be a 
2 = (21, 22,..., 2,) e B". Then 
D( V ).~g~)= V 2"D(g~). 
a~<2>" ~e<2>" 
family of polynomials in I2,(B), and 
Proof. We have 
o V 
m V rl V 
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Then, by the various properties of normal disjunctive forms 
and 
Thus 
m [ v v 
a~ )" aE(2) -  
= V V 
Remark.  In the same way, one can easily prove that 
D(,~fv/~f) = 2/~D(f) v 2:D(f) = 2.tT.D(f) v :..,.A(f). 
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2. Boolean differential equations 
Before studying below three theorems on boolean differential equations, let us 
notice that if R is an element of a boolean algebra B, there are boolean polynomials 
f over W such that m(f)  = R (at least the constant solution f (x)= R) (Problem 
No. 1). Similarly, if R and S are given such that R ~< S, then there are boolean 
polynomialsfsuch t at: m(f) = R and M( f )  = S (Problem No. 2). Furthermore, f is  
constant iff R = S. 
In fact, the two following lemmas, which will be useful for in Theorems 4 and 5, 
completely describe the structure of all polynomials f solutions of Problems 1 and 2, 
respectively. 
Lemma 1. Let R ~ B. A necessary and sufficient condition for a polynomial f e t2n(B), 
f (x )= V x~. f~ • 
• E<2> n 
to satisfy 
m(f) = R (2.1) 
is that there exists a family of 2 n parameters (p~ e B; ~t ~ (2) n) such that the disjunctive 
components of f  can be written parametrically as follows (~t going over (2)"): 
f~=Rvp~ (~t#O) 
f°=RvP°V'Y°L,~ <2>n ]" (2.2) 
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Proof. Let k = 2" - 1, we have to examine the boolean equation 
1--I f ,=R.  
O<~<~k 
Let us first assume that 
(2.3) 
there exist some p E (2>" satisfying condit ions (2.2). Then 
This is the desired result. 
Conversely, let fsat is fy  m(f )  = R. We shall prove that condit ions (2.2) are satisfied 
with p~ =f~.s First of all, since for every ct: R ~<f~, f~ = R vf~. 
Let us now compute 
--;o ~ ,,. v,-o [ Vo x]--,,o. ,o [] 
Lemma 2. Let (R, S) ~ B 2, such that R <~ S. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
a polynomial fe  ~.(B) :  
f(x)= V x~.L • 
to satisfy 
re(f) = R (2.1) 
and 
M(f )  = S (2.4) 
is that there exists a family of 2" parameters (t~ ~ B; at ~ (2}") such that the disjunctive 
components of f can be written parametrically as follows (~ 9oino over (2}"): 
f~= R v (S.t~) (ottO), 
,o _-. v ~(,ov .~o ~.)r~..o v ~1 ~ ,~,, 
s Thus showing the reproductive character of the parametric solution (2.1). While we had primarily given 
a direct proof using successive eliminations method, such 'reproductive' proof for the converse part of 
Lemmas I and 2 has been proposed to us by Rudeanu's comments on this paper. 
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Proof. With k = 2" - 1, Problem 2 can be reduced to research of the general solution 
of the system of two equations in (k + 1) unknowns: 
I-I f~ = R (2.3) 
O~<~t~<k 
and 
V f,, = s. (2.6) 
O~<a~<k 
Let us first assume there is some t such that conditions (2.5) are satisfied. Then 
O~<at~<k ~0 / 
=,~, (s~.cO[Uo~]0o0:O). 
In the same way 
v ,~-Rvsv ~.vs(,ov n~5.fvq 
=RvS[Uo~V(,ov ~ 0.[x~]] ..o
~- (sin~ Lyo~ v Uo~] ~- l). 
Conversely, let f be a polynomial satisfying (2.1) and (2.4). We shall prove 
that conditions (2.5) are satisfied with t~ =f~, for every e. Since R ~<f~ < S, 
R v Sf~ = R v f~ =f~.  Furthermore, let us compute 
[o.~,~] v[o~,,](,ov£~)[a~] 
=,o [..Uo ,.~]v ,o [ o u.~,.,,] [Uo q v [ o.~,.a,.,~ ] (. Uo ~)[Uo ~] 
--,o L.o,.] v,o ix ~] v,o (...o ~)_-,o [] 
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The relation D(f) <~f, valid for every polynomial f, shows the interest of the first 
boolean differential equation we shall now examine. 
Theorem 3. Let 0 e B, and the boolean differential equation 
D(f) = Of. (E) 
where the unknown f e I2n(B). Then f (x) = (0 v 2)h(x) describes the general solution 
of (E), for every couple of parameters (q, 2)e B 2, and every polynomial h such that 
m(h) = 0(q v 2) (then re(f) = 20). 
Proof. (E) is equivalent to 
(Vx ~ B ~) O.f(x) =f(x)  + re(f) =f(x) .m(f )  
or  
(Vx e B') f(x).(O + m(f)) = O. (2.6) 
Hence, (2.6) is a necessary and sufficient condition. On one way, (2.6) implies 
re(f). (0 + m(f))  = 0 = 0. re(f),  as a necessary condition. On the other way, (2.6) is 
equivalent to (2.7) and (2.8): 
(Vx s B') f(x). (0 +/~) = 0, (2.7) 
p = re(f). (2.8) 
Then /~. 0 = 0. Equivalently p = 20 (for some 2 in B), which, in turn, gives in 
condition (2.7): 
f (x) .O.(2vO)=O or f (x)<~Ov2. 
Then f(x) = (0 v 2). h(x), for some polynomial h in gin(B). Let fl = re(h). Condition 
(2.8) is equivalent to 
re(f) = # = (0 v 2).m(h) = (0 v 2).fl 
equivalent to 20= (0 v 2)ft. 
fl must then satisfy the condition 
(~- v 0)(0 v ,t)./~ v ,t0(,t. 0 v /~)  = 0 = 0/~ v ,t0-/~ 
which is a consistent equation in one unknown, the general solution of which is 
fl = Oq v (219)~ = 19(q v 2tj) = O(q v 2) for every q in B. 
Then h is any polynomial such that re(h) = fl (the problem of finding all the acceptable 
h has been solved by Lemma 1), andf(x) = (0 v 2).h(x). [] 
The following theorem solves the question of quadratures in the boolean algebra B, 
that is to say: given #, what about the functionsf(if any) such as D(f) = g? 
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Theorem 4. Let g ~ ~2.(B) be a given polynomial. The equation 
O( f ) = g (E) 
has solutions in f2,(B) iff m(g) = O. In this case, all the solutions admit the form: 
f=gv~p 
where p ~ f2,(B) and ot ~ B verify o~ >~ M(~) v M(g) (then ~ = re(f)) 
Proof. D(f )= g implies DE( f )= D(g). We have D2( f )= D(f).  Then D(g)= g, 
which is equivalent o re(g) = 0, a necessary condition. 
On the other way, if m(g) = 0, then g is clearly a solution of (/~). In this case, (E) is 
equivalent to 
(V0 ~ (2)") m(f) fo  = go. 
Let us define re(f) = ~. It remains (~f0~)  v (a v~)go  = 0. A consistent equation 
relative to fo iff ago = 0, and the general solution of which is then 
fo = (go v ~)Po v ge-~ = go v a.Po. (2.9) 
We must now add the conditions 
re(f) = ~ (2.10) 
and (V0 e (2)")  ~.go = 0, that is 
o~ >1 V go= M(g) (2.11) 
0~(2)"  
Conditions (2.9) and (2.10) imply 
ff = r I  fo = 1-I (go v (~po) = F I  (go v po).  (a v go) 
0 0 0 
Thus 
a = a .H(go  v po) 
0 
or, equivalently 
<~ I-I (go v po). 
0 
That is 
= >/F l (go  , ,  po) = Vgo.po. 
0 0 
(2.12) 
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Then (2.11) and (2.12) are equivalent to 
0 0 
= V[~.~ v gel = V[~ v go] = M(~)  v M(g).  []  
e 
Now here is a third example of boolean differential equation. 
Theorem 5. Let (a, b, d) ~ B 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for the differential 
equation 
af(x) v bD(f)(x) = d (E) 
(where the unknown f e F2n(B)), to be consistent, is d <~ a. In such case, the solutions of 
(E) are all the polynomials f such that there exists a couple (p, q) of boolean parameters, 
such that 
i n f f=p~/vd  and supf=pc ivdvt /bq .  
The constant solutions of Eq. (E) are exactly those associated with the couples of 
parameters (p, q) such that ~. q <~ a v b. 
Proof. Let fa  solution, m(f )  = R and M(f )  = S. Then R ~< S, that is 
R .S= 0 (2.13) 
Then (E) is equivalent to f(x). [av  b/~] = d. 
Or (V0e(2)")  fo (avbR)=d equivalent to (V0~(2)") J~(av bR)dv 
d[~ v ~/(6v/~)] = 0 which, equivalently, can be subdivided into (2.14) and (2.15) 
below: 
a (bv  R)d = 0, (2.14) 
(V0 e (2)") fe(a v bR)d v d~ = 0. (2.15) 
The family of Eqs. (15) is equivalent to 
(a v bR)d V fo rd  V fo=O=(a v bR)dS v dR=O 
Oe(2)" Oe(2)" 
which, in turn, is equivalent to (2.16) and (2.17) below: 
d/~ = 0 (2.16) 
and 
(a v bR) dS = 0. (2.17) 
We must then solve the system (2.13), (2.14), (2.16) and (2.17). In fact, in place of (2.13) 
and (2.17), the only equations to contain the unknown S, we get 
(a v bR)dS v RS= 0 (2.18) 
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an equation on S, the consistency condition of which is 
adR = 0. (2.19) 
We must now solve relative to R the system (2.14), (2.16) and (2.19). These three 
equations are equivalent to 
t/(b v R)d  v daf v adR = 0 = R(t/d v ad) v daft v ~ibd = 0 (2.20) 
the consistency condition of which is t/d v t//~-d = 0 = t/d, that is d ~< a. Assuming then 
d. t /= 0, let us now return to Eq. (2.20), the general solution of which is 
R = (t/ v d)p  v dp = d v t/p (p ~ B). (2.21) 
The general solution of (2.18) is then 
S=[dv  [t / (bv R) ] ]qv  Rft (qeB) .  
Substituting the result of (2.21), we get 
S = [d v t/b v t/p] q v [-d v t/p] q = d v t/p v t/bq. (2.22) 
Hence, if d ~< a, for any couple (p, q) of boolean parameters, the general solution of 
a. f (x )  v b .D( f ) (x )= d is then constituted by all the polynomials f such that 
in f f=  d v t/p and sup f= d v dp v t/bq. The general expression of such polynomials 
has been elucidated by Lemma 2. 
Eq. (E) admits a constant solution iff there exists at least one couple (p, q) such that 
R = S, that is S.af = 0 
Saf = (R v t /bq)g = t/bq[d(a v/5)] = t/bqd~ = O. 
With the cOndition d ~< a, we get 
t/bq/5=0 or /~q~avb.  (2.23) 
This proves the final assertion of the theorem. Notice that, if a v b = l, condition 
(2.23) holds for every value of (p, q). In this case, for every value of (p, q), the associated 
solution is constant f (x) = R = S = t / .p  v d. D 
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